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Abstract: The decarbonization of energy systems has led to a fundamental change in their topology
since generation is shifted to locations with favorable renewable conditions. In planning, this change
is reflected by applying optimization models to regions within a country to optimize the distribution
of generation units and to evaluate the resulting impact on the grid topology. This paper proposes
a globally applicable framework to find a suitable regionalization for energy system models with
a data-driven approach. Based on a global, spatially resolved database of demand, generation,
and renewable profiles, hierarchical clustering with fine-tuning is performed. This regionalization
approach is applied by modeling the resulting regions in an optimization model including a
synthesized grid. In an exemplary case study, South Africa’s energy system is examined. The results
show that the data-driven regionalization is beneficial compared to the common approach of using
political regions. Furthermore, the results of a modeled 80% decarbonization until 2045 demonstrate
that the integration of renewable energy sources fundamentally changes the role of regions within
South Africa’s energy system. Thereby, the electricity exchange between regions is also impacted,
leading to a different grid topology. Using clustered regions improves the understanding and analysis
of regional transformations in the decarbonization process.
Keywords: spatial clustering; energy system model; optimization; GIS; South Africa; energy transition
1. Introduction
Countries around the world are currently facing the challenge of decarbonizing their energy
systems. In this context, energy system models provide a possibility to analyze potential future
developments and support for decision making. There are various model classes to evaluate energy
systems, such as scenario prediction models, models for system operation or design optimization
models. To support policy and decision making on the country level, especially for medium- and
long-term planning, the class of energy system optimization models is often applied [1]. These models
calculate cost-optimal investment and operation pathways of a technology mix to reach specified
decarbonization goals.
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A challenge which is frequently mentioned for these models is their spatial resolution.
This challenge can be described by finding a trade-off between the complexity (number of variables) of
the model, resulting in computational effort, and the required detail of modelling, which also depends on
the data availability. Especially in decarbonized future energy systems, which are characterized by a high
share of renewable generation, a spatially detailed model might be necessary as, e.g., the technological
potentials and generation patterns strongly differ within a country [2]. These differences are not
reflected if the data are aggregated for an entire country. Therefore, multi-regional models provide a
possibility to improve the allocation of technologies within a country by differentiating their technical
potential by location [3]. Furthermore, infrastructural aspects, such as the electrical grid, can only be
considered in spatially resolved multi-region country models [1].
One approach to integrate a high spatial resolution into a county-level model would be to consider
each smallest administrative area on municipal level, such as cities or councils, as an individual model
region. Such a high resolution would computationally not be feasible and complicate the evaluation
of results [4]. As an example, Germany is resolved in 4680 municipalities in our applied dataset of
administrative areas which would all need to be modeled in separate regions [5]. When increasing the
region size and lowering the complexity, larger administrative areas (e.g., districts, states, or provinces)
could be an option. Taking large administrative areas simplifies the modelling process since the
required data are often provided on these levels. As an example, the country South Africa can be
modelled by dividing it into its nine states [6]. However, these larger regions might not be adequate to
analyze the energy systems: a large state might have zones with completely different characteristics
while in contrast, two smaller different states might have very similar energy systems. To account
for these structures, this paper presents an approach to identify regions grouped by their energy
system characteristics as an input for an energy system model based on a data-driven clustering
algorithm. These regions must be spatially contiguous to include inter-region infrastructure such as
the electrical grid. Spatial contiguity requires that only areas, which are directly next to each other can
be summarized in a cluster. As a second requirement, the developed framework needs to be globally
applicable to enable the analysis of decarbonization for every country in the world on a spatial level.
The approach is focused on the electricity sector as an important factor for decarbonization [7].
Concerning the challenge of integrating spatial data in multi-region energy system models,
different approaches are already available. As a model-based approach, a decomposition method is
presented to reduce computing times of studies with a high spatial resolution [8]. Therein the challenge
of a global database and data-based evaluations are not considered. By contrast in [9], the data basis is
focused by generating a global spatial database and integrating it in an optimization model. However,
this approach is only focused on defining the data basis but does not use data-driven aggregation
steps to classify regions. Focusing on optimization models, additionally, there are already publications
which cluster regions within a country driven by data: in [10], regions on the smallest administrative
level of Germany are classified in ten different clusters. However, the clustered regions are not spatially
connected. Thereby, infrastructure connecting regions cannot be considered. In a second approach,
which is the closest to the one presented underneath, a spatially contiguous clustering of regions in
Europe is presented [3]. In this case, time series are not considered, and the clustering is applied to
a raster which separates the data completely from any administrative level. Last, there are spatial
clustering approaches which directly focus on grid-related data [11–13]. Therein, the identification of
transmission bottlenecks is decisive for the clustering. Regarding the application in energy system
models, Cao [11] indicates how clustering can speed up the calculation of energy system models and
proofs the necessity to find such clustering methodologies.
The new framework presented here combines the following two ideas: it aims to generate spatially
connected regions as an input for an energy system model but still uses the smallest administrative
level. This approach considers the electrical infrastructure between regions, but also includes point
data of electricity demand and generation as well as time series and is still able to use data on a very
detailed administrative level. The desired spatially contiguous regions are generated data-driven by a
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clustering algorithm. The overall goal of using this regionalization approach is to define regions based
on the energy system characteristics which can be modeled in a multi-region energy system model
for every country worldwide with a limited computational complexity. In such a model, the spatial
impacts of decarbonizing the energy system by the integration of renewable energy sources can be
analyzed. Next to the advantage of an efficient model setup, the tailored regions support the analysis
of model results since they already represent characteristics which are important for the development
within a decarbonization process. By applying the developed framework to an exemplary use case,
this study aims at (1) showing the advantage of clustered regions in comparison to political regions
and (2) proving the advantage of these regions in an energy system model by comparing their initial
characteristics with the regional developments in a decarbonized energy system.
This approach can help modelers to generate regions independent from boundaries on the state
or province level. Moreover, it can help policymakers to analyze regional differences within a country,
and technology providers to identify market potentials in different areas of a country. In the following
sections, the developed methodologies are presented and applied to the use case of South Africa’s
energy system. For this use case, the energy system model is used to evaluate how the topology of the
electrical grid changes in a decarbonized energy system. Lastly, the results are discussed, the approach
and its performance are concluded, and subsequent research topics are described.
2. Methods
In general, the framework consists of four major steps which are described in Figure 1:
(1) generating a global spatial database, (2) the clustering algorithm as the main part, (3) the infrastructure
synthesis, and (4) the energy system model. The first three steps ensure that tailored regions are
prepared for the application in an energy system optimization model for each country globally based
on the respective spatial energy system characteristics. Applying these regions in step four completes
the framework. The following sub-sections contain a detailed description of each step.
Figure 1. Overview developed framework.
2.1. Spatial Database
The spatial database consists of various data categories that are either directly available or must
be derived through various processing steps from spatial raw data. With a focus on the application
in the energy system model, three major data categories are required to describe the energy system:
electricity demand, electricity generation technologies, and renewable profiles. Therefore, these three
categories are used for the clustering and must be included in the database.
1. Since there is no spatial layer of global electricity demand available, this database is built up in
a joint project with “Forschungsstelle für Energiewirtschaft e.V.” [14]. In general, the demand
data are separated into two categories: private household demand (PHH) and commercial,
trade, public services, and industry (CTSI) demand. The household demand is calculated by
intersecting the overall household demand of a country [15] with the global human settlement
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layer which describes the distribution of population globally [16]. To ensure a consistency of
population data and provide a flexible scale up for future data, the distribution of population is
scaled for every country by global population data [17]. The CTSI demand is calculated by using
industrial, commercial, and retail areas stated in OpenStreetMap (OSM) to execute the spatial
disaggregation [18].
2. Concerning the distribution of generation technologies, a publicly available database is used [19].
This database contains precise data for conventional power plants with an accuracy of 80–100% [20]
depending on the technology. For solar and wind generation, the accuracy is lower (wind: 49%,
solar 21%) as it is difficult to gather the data for all units in every country [20]. Since the
share of these technologies in the current electricity generation mix is still comparably low in
most countries, this inaccuracy is acceptable to describe the spatial distribution of generation
technologies in the current system. However, the importance of both technologies in future
decarbonized energy systems is still considered in the clustering by their profiles, which are
represented by the third data category.
3. Similar to the demand, hourly time series of normalized wind and photovoltaic generation are
determined by processing publicly available raw data. For this purpose, we combine weather data
from the MERRA-2 database [21–25] with the technical characteristics of the two technologies [26].
For wind generation, the final profile is determined by using the best turbine type for each region
based on the region’s full load hours weighted by the current distribution of wind turbines
from OSM data [18]. The photovoltaic profiles, which are calculated for all possible orientations
(compass direction in 22.5◦ steps) and module angles (0◦–45◦), are finally included by using
the best of all possible combinations of direction and angle leading to the highest full load
hours. All profiles are generated based on the weather year 2012, adjusted to a non-leap year by
neglecting February 29.
The smallest administrative regions, which are used to gather the spatial data as an input for the
clustering algorithm, are based on the highest resolution of regions for each country available in [5].
Additionally, the spatial database contains a data dump of OSM data which is not only used to locate
wind and PV generation units but also to gather existing electrical lines within a country. The exact
application of this dataset is described in Section 2.3.
2.2. Clustering
Applying a clustering algorithm on this database is the major step of the developed framework.
In this context, the following sub-chapters include firstly the selection and implementation of an
appropriate algorithm and secondly its validation by benchmarking the results.
2.2.1. Clustering Algorithm
The regionalization algorithm uses the smallest administrative areas in a chosen country. Since
the clustering algorithm needs a consistent data input, a pre-processing is applied including the
following steps:
• Regions on the smallest administrative level consisting of two or more parts which are not spatially
contiguous are split to guarantee spatially contiguous clusters.
• The islands of a country must be handled since naturally they are not connected to the other
regions of a country. This is especially important for countries characterized by multiple big
islands such as Indonesia, Japan, or New Zealand or countries with islands located far away from
the “mainland” energy system such as France or Portugal:
# Those islands with an area less than a defined percentage (default 1%) of the total country’s
area are merged to the closest region if the distance is less than 50 km.
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# Further distanced islands as well as those without any demand or generation capacities are
dropped since they are considered to have low importance for the country’s energy system.
Using the thereby generated set of smallest regions, the data are aggregated for each category.
However, regions of bigger size tend to accumulate more data. Therefore, the demand and generation
data are normalized by the area of the respective region. Furthermore, all categories are normalized in
their respective category since they have different physical units [27]. This normalization ensures the
possibility to consider different types of data in the clustering. Especially the renewable profiles of
wind and photovoltaics require a weighted normalization since the hourly data set contains much
more entries as, e.g., the generation capacities of power plants. Figure 2 visualizes the hierarchy of the
weighting process.
Figure 2. Weighting of data categories for clustering algorithm using equal weighting.
In a first level, the three major data categories (electricity demand, electricity generation,
and renewable profiles) are weighted equally. The subsequent data in each of the three categories,
e.g., PHH demand and CTSI demand in the category of electricity demand, are then normalized to an
interval of [0, 1]. Lastly, the sub-categories are weighted by the number of sub-categories in the data
category. For demand data, both sub-categories are weighted 0.5 while the generation technologies are
weighted by N, the number of available technologies in the country. The time series of PV and wind are
first weighted 0.5 and then divided by T, the number of timesteps in the profiles. In a non-leap year T
adds up to 8760 timesteps (TS). In contrast to this equal weighting within one category, the user of this
method can also select a weighting based on current data. In this case, the generation technologies and
demand types are not weighted equally but according to their share in the total installed generation
capacity or the total electricity demand. We use an equal weighting for the presented evaluations since
the computed variance of the clusters is 2% lower than using a weighting based on current data.
For the clustering algorithm itself, hierarchical clustering is chosen as it is very efficient to include
a contiguity constraint and provides flexibility regarding the number of clusters. Other methods
such as K-means, max-p, and DBSCAN [28,29] were also analyzed but not found to be applicable
here. Reasons for this decision are difficulties to include spatial contiguity (K-means), computational
complexity (max-p), dependency on user inputs or thresholds (max-p, DBSCAN), and issues with
high dimensional data (DBSCAN). Specifically, Ward’s method, which uses the Euclidean distance to
merge clusters, is implemented due to its superior performance including a contiguity constraint [30].
The general procedure of the hierarchical clustering includes the following steps [29]: (1) assign one
cluster to each smallest region, (2) combine those two regions that are most similar and spatially
contiguous, and (3) repeat step 2 until there is only one cluster left.
The output of the algorithm is a hierarchy indicating which regions are merged into clusters
for each potential number of clusters. After the hierarchy is calculated, the elbow method [31] is
used to identify the optimal number of clusters since this clustering validity indicator focuses on the
inter-cluster distance which is important to find similar and spatially contiguous clusters. As a default,
the point with the longest distance to a balancing line is considered to be optimal. Alternatively,
a user-defined number can also be selected. Based on the chosen number of clusters, a post-processing
algorithm, called “fine-tuning”, is performed [32]. This post-processing is applied due to the drawback
of the hierarchical clustering of not reassigning regions to other clusters once the cluster is built even
if another solution performs better. The algorithm checks whether a shift of a region into another
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spatially contiguous cluster improves the distance metric, i.e., the score of the elbow criterion. However,
the number of clusters is kept constant during the shifting process. Therefore, a region can only be
shifted to another cluster if the spatial contiguity of the former cluster is not violated by the change.
Since the original processing only shifts one single region at once, it is not able to shift any
region that connects two other regions in the same cluster. To extend the range of considered regions
for a shift, the methodology in [32] is further enhanced by checking if regions exist that are only
connected to one other region in the cluster. Similar to the original fine-tuning algorithm, these regions
are assessed if shifting them together with other spatially contiguous regions into another cluster
improves the overall performance. This second algorithm is applied after each cycle of the original
fine-tuning. Figure 3 provides an overview of the overall post-processing algorithm including the
further developed improvement after the sixth post-processing step. In contrast to Ward’s method
for the hierarchical clustering, the fine-tuning uses a different distance metric by not only calculating
the Euclidean distance: as a first step, the Manhattan distance is calculated for each data category A,








‖xa − xc,a‖ (1)





This combined metric better includes the time series in the clustering results as the Manhattan
distance performs better on high dimensional data [33] while the Euclidean distance still emphasizes
outliers in the dataset [34].
Figure 3. Process fine-tuning algorithm and its extension by shifting multiple regions.
2.2.2. Validation of Clustering
The results of the clustering algorithm are validated in a benchmarking approach. Therefore,
the clustered regions are compared to a regionalization by administrative areas on the highest level
according to [5], e.g., state level. Firstly, values of the three categories, electricity demand, electricity
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generation technologies, and renewable time series, are determined for each region/state. In the next
step, the distance of each smallest region within a state to the overall state value is calculated and
summed up for all states. For the distance calculation, the different distance metrics are applied:
the Euclidean distance from the Ward’s method, the Manhattan distance, and the combination of both
as applied in the fine-tuning algorithm. The final distance metrics are then compared for three cases:
the optimal number of clustered regions determined by the clustering algorithm and the elbow method,
the administrative regions on a state level, and clustered regions which are equal to the number of
regions on a state level. Results of this benchmarking process are presented in the regionalization
Section 3.1.
2.3. Infrastructure
In the third step, the generated clusters are then processed to derive information about the
inter-region infrastructure. For this analysis, OSM data [18] are evaluated based on the clustered
regions and a post-processing step for incomplete data is executed. OSM data has already been proven
as a source to generate grid models independent from data provided by grid operators [35]. In our
analysis we focus on the electrical grid. The grid is especially interesting regarding the application
in an energy system model to analyze the impact of changing generation patterns by an increasing
share of renewable generation sources which are typically built in more distributed locations than
conventional power plants. To synthesize the electrical grid out of globally available data, firstly power
lines are filtered by their respective OSM tags line and cable. In a second level, the tags voltage,
frequency, cables, and name are further evaluated to gather the grid characteristics for the filtered lines.
Incomplete lines for all these tags are dropped in a first step. Furthermore, the mentioned categories
can be used to derive rules if single tags are missing. Examples for these rules are setting missing
voltage to the most frequent voltage occurring, rounding the number of cables to a multiple of three
to represent a full AC power circuit or further rules to align the number of entries for all categories.
Overall, the transmission grid is most important for the analysis of spatial generation patterns and
their required grid topology. Additionally, data of distribution grids are often incomplete or difficult to
access and they do not represent interconnections between different regions or states. Consequently,
only transmission lines with a voltage level of 100 kV or higher are considered.
All lines resulting from the described filters are then allocated to the clustered regions they connect.
Depending on the voltage levels, their transmission capacities are calculated based on standard
values [36,37]. For each link between two regions, the transmission capacity is then finally synthesized
by summing up the transmission capacity for each power circuit on each voltage level multiplied by
70% which represents a security margin for system security in the applied capacity-based method [38].
2.4. Energy System Model
Both the clustered regions and their inter-region infrastructure capacities are then used to
automatically generate an energy system model of the selected country. In general, the model of a
country is set up according to the methodology and assumptions described in [39]. To build up a
multi-regional model, the country is split to the regions identified as optimal by the clustering algorithm.
We distribute the spatial data of the electricity demand and existing installed capacities to the clustered
regions by the normalized distribution to the regions multiplied with the total demand or the capacity
of each technology in the country. The time series are allocated to the respective technologies wind and
PV respecting the time scale of an hourly resolution and the spatial scale of the regions. Furthermore,
electricity can be exchanged between regions based on the synthesized grid. This grid can be further
expanded in future scenarios to account for the structural changes in decarbonized energy systems.
The applied modelling tool for the calculation of a cost-optimal decarbonization pathway is
called the Energy System Development Plan (ESDP). This model is classified in the mentioned class
of energy system optimization models and is able to consider different regions as well as their
energy exchange [40]. As an objective function, the total costs, including capital and operational
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expenditures (CAPEX and OPEX), are minimized. These costs include the expansion of new generation
and flexibility-providing technologies. The constraints of the optimization problem formulation ensure
that decarbonization goals are fulfilled, the generation and demand of electricity within the clustered
regions are hourly matched, and the operation and expansion of the grid are included. To reflect
characteristics of the grid, the output Pout at the end of a power line in relation to the input Pin,
the length L, and the losses per km l is modeled as follows:
Pout = Pin (1 − L × l), (3)
the length of a line is determined by the distance between the centers of two neighboring regions
and the losses are taken for each country from [41]. It is calculated in both directions. Even though
this representation of the grid in the optimization model is simplified by only considering grid
exchange capacities neglecting the physical power flow, it is suitable for the objective of our research:
the expansion of the grid is optimized simultaneously with the expansion and regionalization of
new generation technologies in a future energy scenario. Thereby, general trends in the expansion
and reinforcements of grid topologies can be analyzed and cost-effective solutions can be found [42].
As a second advantage, the optimization problem is kept linear which reduces the computational
complexity of the model [43].
The costs of the electrical transmission grid are directly considered in the CAPEX and OPEX
calculation as an input for the central objective function [40]. Thereby, the grid is optimized on the
same level as generation or storage technologies. The cost assumptions for the grid are based on [44].
3. Results
The described framework is applied to South Africa as an exemplary country. Analyzing
the described database, South Africa’s energy system is currently strongly dominated by fossil
fuels. However, the country has good potentials for renewable generation from both technologies,
wind and photovoltaic. For this reason, it is an interesting use case to analyze the current regional
characteristics of the energy system in the regional clustering approach. To show the advantages of the
developed regionalization approach, the generated regions are then used to calculate a cost-optimized
decarbonization pathway in an energy system model. Results for both steps are presented in the
following two sub-sections.
3.1. Regionalization of South Africa
Following the description of the regionalization process, the first step is evaluating the spatial
database for the modeled country South Africa. Therefore, the described data categories are collected
on the level of the smallest administrative area. This leads to 326 regions as input for the clustering [5].
The regional distributions of the parameters in these regions are visualized in Figure 4.
The power plant data indicates a concentration of large coal power plants in the North-East of
the country close to the city of Johannesburg. Analyzing the distribution of renewable generation
technologies, photovoltaic generation is mostly distributed in the center of the country while wind
generation units are built close to the coastline in the West and South. These fit the analysis of the
renewable profiles indicated by the respective full load hours: the highest full load hours of wind are
along the coastline and for PV the full load hours decrease from North to South. Lastly, the demand
data indicates the distribution of settlements in cities or industrial areas. The household demand is
high in the agglomeration of Johannesburg, around Cape Town and in a few cities along the coastline,
such as Durban or Port Elizabeth. The distribution of the CTSI demand is very similar except for some
rural areas showing a high demand which arises, e.g., from mining activities.
Clustering the 326 smallest regions of South Africa, the developed algorithm determines an
optimal number of twelve clusters by the elbow criterion. These twelve clusters and their evaluation
in the applied categories are displayed in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Spatial data basis for power plant, demand and renewable data in South Africa.
Figure 5. Clustering results: (A) Geographical distribution of the resulting twelve clusters; (B) Analysis
of clusters rating the twelve clustered regions for each data category from the highest value, e.g., highest
demand, generation capacities or full load hours (FLH) (number 1 in the figure) to the lowest value
(highest number in the figure).
Cluster 2, the cluster including Johannesburg, is the region with the highest demand for both
categories, PHH and CTSI demand. Further regions with a high demand are Cluster 4 and 11 which
are both industrial areas. Cluster 12 has the lowest household demand but still some CTSI demand as
shown in Figure 4. Cape Town, the second biggest city, is a part of Cluster 10 which lowers the demand
to a medium value. Nevertheless, this cluster shows the highest value of gas, nuclear and oil power
plants. The coal power plants are all in the North-Eastern area around Johannesburg. Evaluating the
third parameter, the full load hours, the clusters represent the distribution along the coast (for wind)
and North-South (for PV). Cluster 12 and 3 have the highest number of PV full load hours while
Cluster 7 and 9 show the most promising wind potential.
For validation purpose, we perform a benchmarking of these clustering results to the nine official
states of South Africa including the results of the developed algorithm for nine clustered regions.
Figure 6A visualizes the results of this comparison exemplarily for the combined distance metric of
Euclidean and Manhattan distance as this metric is finally used in the fine-tuning process.
The comparison proves, that in both cases, for nine as well as twelve clusters, the algorithm
performs better than the classification in official states. The improvements amount to 7% for the nine
clusters and 12% for the optimized and selected number of twelve clusters. These results confirm the
applicability of the methodology leading to a better regionalization for the three clustered dimensions
compared to the classification based on administrative states.
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As a last step of the regionalization, the twelve described regions are considered to synthesize the
net transfer capacities of the electrical grid by evaluating OSM data. The resulting capacities, depicted
in Figure 6B, are validated in two ways: firstly, regions which have high installed capacities of the
dominating generation technology coal power plants show high transmission capacities towards load
centers at the coastlines. Examples for such regions are Cluster 2, 3, 4, and 11. Secondly, the data quality
can be verified by comparing the constructed grid using OSM data to the real grid structure in South
Africa [45]. In general, most lines are included and the capacities represent the overall grid structure
which is characterized by a strong connection from North-East to South-West and several outflows to
cities along the coast. The comparison only identifies few outliers of missing lines or wrong voltage
levels. Summarizing the results, the clusters, calculated by the developed regionalization algorithm,
represent a suitable regionalization to analyze a regionalized decarbonization pathway of South Africa
by including the synthesized grid from OSM data.
Figure 6. (A) Validation of clustering by benchmarking with combined distance metric to official states
and nine Clusters; (B) resulting net transfer capacities from the grid synthetization process for the
twelve clusters.
3.2. A Regionalized Decarbonization Pathway for South Africa
Based on a multi-region model of the twelve presented clusters, we model the decarbonization
pathway of South Africa in three different planning horizons: 2015, 2030, and 2045. The final
decarbonization goal for the year 2045 is the reduction of 80% CO2 emissions compared to the
base year 2015. The basis 2015 is considered since it provides an opportunity to validate the data and
the model. The year can be used as a verified starting point to analyze the development of the energy
system. In between, 2030 represents an intermediate year in the decarbonization process of South
Africa’s energy system and 2045 the target year of our model. Using 2045 as the target year provides
the opportunity to even increase the goals to a 100% decarbonized electricity system until 2050.
The results for modeling 2015 represent the basic setup of the South African energy system and are
similar to the real generation in 2015. Coal is by far the dominating technology and nuclear is the only
other technology with a considerable share in the country’s electricity production [46]. The regional
distribution in 2015, as shown in Figure 7, matches the characteristics of the clustered regions described
in Figure 5: Clusters 3, 4, and 11 are the dominant regions with coal power plants and the only other
region with considerable capacities is Cluster 10 where nuclear and oil power plants are located to
generate electricity for Cape Town.
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Figure 7. Optimized power generation capacity installations for the three modeled years in each
clustered region.
The distribution of the generation capacities in the other two modeled years shows the shift
of technologies and their spatial distribution in decarbonized energy systems. The year 2030 is the
transition step, in which the previously described regions still show some installations of conventional
generation technologies, but first wind installations take place in Cluster 7 and 9. These two clusters
are characterized by the highest full load hours of wind generation. Additionally, first photovoltaic
units are installed in Cluster 3, which has only the second-best solar potentials but is closer to the load
center of Johannesburg which leads to reduced electricity transport losses. Additionally, coal power
plant capacities are ramped down and therefore the region is already well connected to the grid.
In 2045, the transition from a centralized to a decentralized system further continues: most coal
power plants are shut down. Wind generation capacities are distributed to the most suitable regions
while PV installations are concentrated in Cluster 3 which already had first installations in 2030.
Even though Cluster 12 has the best solar potential, the solar expansion is in 2045 again mostly focused
on Cluster 3. Next to its proximity to Johannesburg, Cluster 3 is also preferred since Cluster 12 also has
good wind conditions leading to 16 GW of wind capacity installed. The wind capacity in Cluster 7,
the region with the best wind potential in the country, does not increase between 2030 and 2045 which
shows the impact of the grid on the optimization. Because other regions, such as Cluster 10 or 12,
are better connected to the grid, these regions are preferred for building new wind turbines. A similar
effect is observed in Cluster 5. Furthermore, the optimization leads to gas power plants being built
in every region with a minimum of 860 MW in Cluster 11 and up to 4.2 GW in Cluster 9. With gas
being less CO2-intensive than coal, these power plants provide more opportunities for flexibility in a
highly decarbonized energy system. Cluster 9 uses this flexibility to back-up the large installations of
wind power plants. Cluster 11 shows the lowest value of gas power plant capacities as there are still
conventional coal power plants available. The flexibility provided by these power plants is enough so
that no significant storage capacity is required in the system and chosen in the optimization.
The final energy mix, presented in Table 1, is an indicator to summarize the described transition
to a decarbonized energy system in South Africa: the share of coal generation decreases from more
than 90% to 8% in 2045, gas provides important and less CO2-intensive flexibility with a share of 3%
in 2030 and 6% in 2045, and wind becomes the dominating technology with a share of 70% in 2045
compared to 11% photovoltaic generation. As already mentioned, the values for 2015 confirm the
model parametrization and validate the underlying wind and PV time series. Only the shares of coal
and nuclear power vary by 1% compared to the statistics in [46], while the generation of wind and
photovoltaic units is calculated correctly. The overall costs of the calculated pathway amount to 175 bn
€ which is equal to average costs of 62 €/MWh over the modeled period of 30 years. These costs are in
a similar range as a study evaluating a 100% renewable system in South Africa [6].
Finally, we analyze the impact of these described changes on the grid topology in South Africa.
As mentioned in the grid synthetization process, the current system has a strong North-East to
South-West connection which transports electricity between the two major cities Johannesburg and
Cape Town. Based on this topology, the grid flows calculated by the optimization model for the three
years are shown in Figure 8.
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Table 1. Energy mix in modeled years.
Technology 2015 2030 2045
Coal 91% 57% 8%
Nuclear 6% 3% 1%
Gas 0% 3% 6%
Wind Onshore 1% 31% 70%
Photovoltaic 1% 4% 11%
Other 1 1% 2% 3%
1 Includes hydro, biomass and storage technologies.
Figure 8. Development of grid flows in decarbonization process from 2015 until 2045.
In 2015, the electricity transport pattern leads from the coal power plants, concentrated in the
North-East region, to the other regions in the country. This pattern does not change fundamentally
in the results for 2030, but first variations result from the increased share of renewables: some of
the regions at the coast, especially Clusters 5, 7, and 9, changed their role in the energy system from
being net consumers to net generators. The electricity, generated by wind farms as shown in Figure 7,
is transported to the center of the country where the highest demand is located. In this context, Cluster 5
is used as a transit region since there is a higher grid capacity in the initial grid than in Cluster 9.
The inversion of electricity flows is then completed in 2045. In the target year of our evaluation,
the high amount of wind installations in the regions along the coastline lead to electricity flows from
these regions to the center of the country and especially towards the Johannesburg region.
Overall, the development of grid flows demonstrates the fundamental change of the energy
system in South Africa in a decarbonization process. The country changes from a centralized and
coal-dominated electricity system to a decentralized system with a high share of wind generation in
coastal regions. The shift of almost all directions in the grid topology from 2015 to 2045, shown in
Figure 8, visualizes this development. However, this process does not require a lot of grid expansion in
the case of South Africa. Only Cluster 7 requires around 3.5 GW newly installed capacities to transport
the therein generated electricity to load centers.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Our proposed approach simplifies setting up regional models of country energy systems by
a data-driven approach. These models can then be applied, e.g., to analyze the spatial impact of a
decarbonization process in a country. The general idea is applicable to all countries worldwide and
exemplarily shown for South Africa, which is currently dominated by coal generation but characterized
by good wind and solar potential.
The results of South Africa show the applicability of the developed framework: First, a global
database including spatial data for the most important categories of an energy system model is
presented. Second, the clustering of the smallest administrative areas in South Africa leads to
explainable regions that differ in their demand, generation, and renewable potential characteristics.
A benchmarking analysis shows that the developed methodology summarizes the regions better than
the classification in states. Third, OSM data can be used to synthesize a simplified electrical grid
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topology to model the exchange between these regions. The modeling results confirm the classification
in clusters by differentiating between regions which are currently important for the system and regions
which gain relevance in a future energy system. The grid patterns, resulting from these model results,
confirm the hypothesis that the grid topology can change fundamentally.
These observations could be further extended by applying the methodology to various countries.
As a first indication, the described validation methodology can be applied to compare the clustering
results to the classification of regions on a state level. For countries which currently already have a
high share of renewables or good renewable potentials close to load centers, the impact on the grid
topology is probably lower than in South Africa. By contrast, other countries might need to build
more new transmission lines reacting to these changes. Due to the global database and the automated
interfaces to the energy system model, the framework can be transferred to other countries. However,
the framework and particularly the step of synthesizing the grid from OSM data, requires a good data
quality which might not be given for every country. In this case, additional research might be required.
The reduced computational burden of the optimization problem also provides an opportunity
to include more sectors in the energy system model such as the transportation sector or heating and
cooling. Thereby, the optimization model can identify cost-optimal decarbonization strategies for the
overall energy system. A challenge to proceed in this research topic is collecting spatial data for other
sectors on a global level. Furthermore, the spatial data of already existing renewable generation units
can be improved by integrating further datasets, e.g., from a recently published approach to harmonize
data available in OSM [47]. However, the modeling results are not impacted fundamentally by this
error as wind and solar are still considered in the regionalization process by their renewable potential
and they are mostly expanded in the process of the decarbonization pathway.
In conclusion, our approach has the potential to improve the understanding of current and
future energy systems regarding the spatial dimension: the clustering results illustrate how regions
within a country differentiate in terms of their characteristics which are relevant for the energy system.
This comparison can also be applied to more regional levels, at the state or continent levels, or any
customizable geographic shape. Further to this data evaluation perspective, it provides an opportunity
for modelers to easily set up multi-region energy system models, which are tailored to the energy
system. The suitability of these regions is proven in our approach by the modeling results of a
decarbonization pathway of South Africa.
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